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ACronyms

DRR Disaster Risk Reduction

DRM Disaster Risk Management

PDNA Post-Disaster Needs Assessment

PIMA Pacific Islands Museum Association

PHH Pacific Heritage Hub

SIDS Small Island Developing States

USP University Of The South Pacific

VCC Vanuatu Cultural Centre



Day 1
The course began with opening remarks by 
the representatives of the Vanuatu Cultural 
Centre (VCC) and the UNESCO Office in Apia.

Session 1: Introduction of the topic
In session 1, Akatsuki Takahashi from the 
UNESCO Office in Apia made a presentation 
introducing the topic of the course, ‘Disaster 
Risk Management of Cultural Heritage’, and 
gave working definitions of key words related 
to disaster risk management (DRM). She 
emphasized the importance of minimizing 
the risks posed by disasters such as cyclones 
to the precious cultural heritage of the Pacific 
region and also acknowledged the excellent 
efforts of Pacific peoples in responding to 
recent disasters.

Session 2: Country reports
In session 2, the delegates from Tuvalu, Palau, 
Samoa, PNG, Nauru, Fiji, Vanuatu, Tonga and 
Cook Islands presented their country reports 
relating to the course topic. Each presentation 
was followed by questions and answers as 
well as discussions among the presenters and 
the participants. 

That evening, the participants were invited 
to the opening of an exhibition of art works 
by Epi High School students, held at the VCC 
exhibition hall.
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Following a re-cap of the topics covered in 
Day 1, the delegates visited the Malvatumauri 
(National Council of Chiefs) Nakamal 
(meeting house) to observe damage caused 
by Tropical Cyclone Pam, which struck 
Vanuatu in March 2015. 

Session 3: Prevention and 
mitigation of risks for cultural 
heritage
In session 3, Ms Takahashi made a 
presentation that was focused on Disaster 
Risk Management relating to cyclones. 

During the break, the delegates had the 
opportunity to view a demonstration of Sand 
Drawings at the VCC.  

Special session: Restoration of 
the Chiefs’ Nakamal in Port Vila
In the following session, the course 
participants had the honour to welcome 
H.E. Mr. Sani Mal Tirsupe, President of the 
Malvatumauri (Council of Chiefs) as a guest 
speaker. He presented the progress of 
the project to restore the Chiefs’ Nakamal 
(meeting house) in Port Vila. He noted that 
according to the provisional work plans, 
which are based on the architectural plans, 
it is expected that the restoration project will 
be completed in early 2016.  

Session 4: Post-disaster needs 
assessment of tangible and 
intangible heritage 
In the next session, Ms. Meredith Wilson 
made a presentation on her experiences in 
conducting a post-disaster needs assessment 
of Chief Roi Mata’s Domain, a World Heritage 
site in Vanuatu, after Tropical Cyclone Pam. 

This was followed by a presentation by Ms. 
Wendy Christie on the traditional nakamal 
in Vanuatu, which provided refuge for 
communities during the cyclone. 

Session 5: Knowledge 
management and capacity 
building for cultural heritage 
risk management
In this session, Ms. Cresantia Frances Koya 
Vaka’uta, from the Pacific Heritage Hub 
(PHH) at the University of the South Pacific 
(USP), made presentations on the PHH and 
a new certificate in heritage management 
at the USP. Then Ms. Tarisi Vunidilo from the 
Pacific Islands Museums Association (PIMA) 
presented the strategy and activities of PIMA. 

Session 6: Preparation of an 
action plan
Ms. Takahashi presented the course 
participants with two templates: one for 
DRR for cultural heritage and the other 
for an Action Plan to incorporate DRR for 
cultural heritage into a national DRR plan. 
She requested the participants to form small 
groups, then asked the groups to work on the 
templates together. 

Before adjourning, Richard Matanik, the site 
manager of Chief Roi Mata’s Domain, provided 
information to the participants regarding the 
field visit to the site the following day.

Day 2
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The participants took part in a field trip to 
Chief Roi Mata’s Domain, World Heritage site.

Day 3
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Session 7: Tools for disaster 
risk management of cultural 
heritage – PDNA and UNESCO 
conventions
Day 4 began with a presentation by Ms 
Takahashi on the tools for DRM of cultural 
heritage, focusing on the Sendai Framework 
of Disaster Reduction, the Post-Disaster 
Needs Assessment (PDNA) Guidelines for 
Culture and the UNESCO conventions. 

Session 8: Presentation of the 
action plan 
In this session, the participants presented 
the action plan they had prepared during 
the working session on Day 2 of the course. 

Session 9: Regional cooperation 
and a way forward
The participants took part in a brainstorming 
exercise to identify potential areas for 
regional cooperation. The following areas 
were identified: improve information systems 
(databases, GIS, registers, inventories, etc.) 
in Pacific Island states, with coordination 
and centralization through the existing 
regional mechanisms (e.g. PIMA, PHH/USP, 
etc.); build the capacity of researchers from 
Pacific Island states in the area of cultural 
heritage management as well as information 
and communication technologies (ICT); 
provide technical assistance for mapping of 

heritage sites and development of cultural 
policies; publish catalogues on traditional 
food preservation systems, including 
preparation for disaster risk management 
within the framework of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage (ICH) convention; develop 
cultural statistics that provide baseline data 
to support PDNA. The course was officially 
closed with a certificate-awarding ceremony.

Day 4
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Annexe i: oPening remArks

Akatsuki Takahashi   
Programme Specialist for Culture 
UNESCO Apia, Office for the Pacific States

It is a great pleasure for me to be here today 
for the Pacific Training Course on Disaster 
Risk Management of Cultural Heritage in 
Small Island Developing States. On behalf of 
UNESCO, I would like to welcome all of you, 
coming from various Pacific Island states to 
attend this course. And I would like to thank 
the Government of Vanuatu and the Vanuatu 
Cultural Centre for hosting this course.

Pacific island states are blessed with cultural 
diversity and heritage. They are at the same 
time particularly vulnerable to natural 
disasters such as cyclones, floods, droughts, 
earthquakes and tsunami. Climate change 
exacerbates some of these natural disasters. 
The leaders of the Pacific community thus 
identify disaster risk reduction as a priority at 
the national level and also for regional and 
international cooperation.

Over the years, UNESCO has provided 
assistance, in an interdisciplinary manner, 
to build the resilience of Pacific Island states 
against disasters. This has been done through, 

for example, supporting policies, building 
capacity, publishing guidelines, tools and 
best practices, and so forth.

The application of the disaster risk reduction 
concept to the culture sector is a relatively 
recent movement. Until recently, the disaster 
management community has paid little 
attention to cultural heritage sites and cultural 
institutions such as museums, libraries and 
archives in its policies and programmes.

There is no question that protecting people 
is the highest priority.  Once life safety issues 
have been addressed, however, disaster 
risk reducation is part of the mission of 
professionals like us working in cultural 
authorities, heritage sites and cultural 
institutions that take action to safeguard 
cultural heritage and property and re-
establish businesses.  

This critical gap was first addressed at the 2nd 
World Disaster Risk Reduction Conference 
held in Kobe in 2005. And ten years later, the 
3rd World Disaster Reduction Conference, held 
in Sendai this year, concluded by adopting 
the Sendai Framework of Action 2015-
2030, which includes substantial references 
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to culture, cultural heritage and cultural 
institutions, reiterating the importance of 
developing a disaster risk reduction strategy 
for the culture sector and incorporating it into 
an overall disaster risk management plan at 
the national level.  

Ladies and gentlemen,

During the past five years of my assignment 
in the Pacific, I had a chance to participate 
in post-disaster needs assessment following 
Tropical Cyclone Evan that hit Samoa 
in December 2012 as well as Tropical 
Cyclone Pam in Vanuatu in March 2015. The 
assessment of the culture sector shed light 
on the resilience of communities, which are 
anchored in mutual help and local culture.

In the case of Vanuatu, traditional cyclone 
shelters provided refuge during the cyclone, 
saving the lives of many Vanuatu people, 
including children. The Vanuatu community 
was recognised on the occasion of the 
International Day for Disaster Risk Reduction, 
on 13 October 2015, as a Regional Champion 
for its traditional knowledge, technologies 
and know-how for building this community 
structure. Congratulations!

Another item of good news is that the hard 
work in producing a post-disaster needs 
assessment on Cyclone Pam has led to the 
successful mobilization of resources for 
recovery actions for the culture sector. In 
fact, this Training Course is funded by the 
emergency assistance from UNESCO that was 
approved based on the assessment report. 
Therefore, it is my great pleasure to see you 
today – some from the national disaster 
management office and others from the 
cultural authorities – for this training course.  

I would like to conclude these opening 
remarks by thanking again VCC and its team 
for their hard work in preparing for this first of 
its kind activity on disaster risk management 
of cultural heritage in the region. 

Thank you for your attention and I wish you 
every success in your deliberations.
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Fiji
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Palau
Disaster Risk Management for 
Bai ra Irrai (Traditional Chief’s 
Meeting House)
Prepared by Sunny O. Ngirmang, Director/
HPO Bureau of Arts and Culture

Presented by Sylvia Kloulubak, Historical 
Preservation Specialist, Bureau of Arts and 
Culture.

Introduction 
To date, the Bureau of Arts & Culture does 
not have guideline in place towards the 
effective measures to take aimed to disaster 
risk management of cultural heritage. The 
Bureau’s office of the Palau National Register 
of Historic Places supervises the Palau 
Research Library which stores important 
documents, photos, tapes, reports from Palau 
and other regions of the Pacific. It is essential 
that the Palau Research Library establish a 
disaster risk management guideline for the 
proper disaster assessment, salvage, and 
preservation of its collections in the event 
of fire, flooding, or structure collapse due to 
typhoons.

In addition, the entire building structure 
that houses the Bureau of Arts & Culture, the 
Civic Center Building, is also prone to such 
disasters. Besides the Palau Research Library, 
other sections within the Bureau also contains 
valuable and sensitive information such as 
oral history documentation, archaeological 
database, survey equipments, artifacts, maps, 

and other numerous collections.

Other structures that are of significant 
importance to the overall Palauan 
architecture, design, form, shape, and so 
forth to the Palauan traditional culture does 
not have a disaster risk management plan. 
Now therefore, with the aid of this training 
course, the Bureau of Arts & Culture can 
gain valuable experience to help local state 
municipality develop their specified disaster 
management plan for their highly significant 
cultural heritage structures.

This report will use the example of the Bai 
ra Irrai which is a traditional Chief’s meeting 
house that are located in various states 
throughout the Republic. These meeting 
houses are used by the traditional chiefs of the 
concerned village to discuss important social 
and cultural matters of their state and village. 
Each village has a bai structure. To date, there 
are only four traditional bai standing and in 
use by the village chief’s.

The report outline will begin with the general 
geography of Airai State, describing the Bai ra 
Irrai, the actual structure, and then followed 
by the disaster management plan. Also 
included in this report are photos and maps 
to aid in visual orientation of the bai structure 
and other components.
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Bai ra Irrai/Birir a re Ngarairrai 
(Chief’s Meeting House), Site No. 
B: IR-1 F2, Airai State

The relocation was precipitated by the sudden 
death of two or three village elders, which 
occurred in a rapid succession on different 
days, without explanation.

The stone platform directly west of the main 
entrance to the Bai ra Irrai is knows as Okeuid 
el Bad (platform of 70 stones). German 
ethnographer Augustine Krämer referred 
in his report (see appendix for map, fig.1) 
to the meaning as “70 Strong Men”. On the 
platform’s center, one can find a boulder with 
a series of parallel grooves said to “show the 
finger markings of a spirit” – Medechiibelau. 
Directly northwest of the platform is the stone 
monolith said to be seating place or back rest 
for Medechiibelau, Irrai’s deity or spirit. The 
stone on top of the monolith is said to be 
Medechiibelau’s rooster.

One of the most predominant features of the 
Bai ra Irrai central area are the stone paths 
leading out of a central circle. See photo 
below.

Source: Olsudong, Rita et al. 1997 Draft: Inventory of Cultural Sites and Oral History in 
Melekeok and Airai States. Palau: Division of Cultural Affairs, MCCA. Pp 52
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The Structure
Bai ra Irrai was constructed on an elevated 
stone platform with eight bad (sleepers) at its 
base. The largest bai known was constructed 
using ten bad. Historically, the preferred 
wood for bai construction was dort (Intsia 
bijuga, iron wood), a Palauan hardwood. 
Construction materials were usually collected 
throughout Palau and brought to the building 
site for the construction of the bai. Often, 
parts of the bai were actually built where the 
materials were found, and then disassembled 
for transporting to the actual building site. 
Irrai Bai photo below.

Held together by joints, (though grooves 
and notches made by hand with simple 
tools) and lashing, the entire bai structure 
is secured without the use of a single nail, 
metal screw or peg. Bamboo shafts, beams 
and other woods are lashed atop of the main 
structure components for the roof’s frame 
(see appendix, fig 2).

Thatching is made from bundles of nipa 
palms leaves (teuechel), Nypa fruitican and 
bamboo strips (olukl). Folded in half over 
hundreds of bamboo strips, the two materials 
were sewn together, using bamboo needles 
and fiber (oluus) obtained from the bark of 
Ermall/Tebudel (a type of hibiscus tree) and 
Orredakl ra chelebacheb/risel a chertochet (a 
type of pandanus tree).

Significance:
The significance of the Bai ra Irai which made 
it eligible for entry in the Palau National 
Register of Historic Places as well as the U.S. 
National Register of Historic Places are: (1) 
Associated with the events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns 
of Palauan history; (3) Associated with 
lyrics, folklores, and traditions significant in 
Palauan culture, (4) Embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a 
master, and (5) Have yielded, or may be likely 
to yield information important in the overall 
history or prehistory of Palauan culture. 
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Objective:

• To set up an effective DRM plan for 
the continuous safety, health, and 
preservation of cultural heritage property

• To ensure that local state government 
and community take proactive role in site 
management and protection

Target:

• The aim is to spread the awareness of 
disaster risk management and response 
for cultural properties through the efforts 
and cooperation amongst and between 
the local state governments, youth 
groups, tourism agencies, students, as 
well as the general public.

Responsible Agencies:

• Proactive agencies responsible for the 
immediate response during a disaster is 
as follows: Local community leader (on 
site first response) - immediate contact to 
Palau HPO and State Office - Palau HPO 
contact NEMO, MOJ, MOH, BNM

Proposed Disaster Management Plan of the Airai Bai
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The Irrai Bai is constructed using local 
materials that are highly prone to fire. Any 
immediate response is highly necessary for 
the eradiation of the fire otherwise the entire 
structure will disintegrate in less than an hour 
of intense burning. Heavy rain can cause a 
lot of damage to the structure. The thatch 
roofing can collapse to the interior of the bai 
causing all the beams to collapse as  well.  
Other  natural elements such as  typhoons or  
heavy storm surges can  also devastate the 
structure.

The following steps below will attempt to 
provide the essential procedures needed for 
disaster response incase such an event occur.

Disaster Response Procedures

Health and Safety is the first priority in a 
disaster or emergency.

If the bai structure is currently in use 
during the time of disaster, the Airai State 
personnel or lead community group shall:

• Follow evacuation routes to clear the 
building either front of back entrance 
pending on the source of the disaster.

• Safe assembly area is the stone circle path 
in the left side of the structure.

• Staff personnel/community group will 
ensure that all visitors are evacuated safely

• Staff personnel/community group will 
maintain security of the structure and 
safety of all visitors by not allowing public 
inside until dangers are assessed.

• Wait! Ensure through proper authorities 
that all health/safety hazards have been 
cleared before entering structures.

Communications Networking:

• Airai State Governor and Ngarairrai 
Chief will be the communications 
coordinators in an emergency. They will 
make appropriate calls and maintain 
communication with staff, other agencies, 
and community volunteers.

Documentation and Public 
Relations
• Take pictures and note to document 

damage to the building and collections

• Liaison with media and the public if 
needed

Collection Assessment and 
Salvage
• State personnel and designated staffs 

(from BAC) will be the coordinators for 
salvage of the collections.

• Evaluate extent/types of damage to 
materials and resources needed for 
response

1. Document with photos, videos, notes

2. Assess damage to structure, materials, 
and collections

3. What type of emergency was it (i.e. 
fire, smoke, chemical, humidity, and 
flood?)

4. What areas are affected?

5. How much of the collections are 
damaged?

6. What types of materials are damaged?
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• Halt any further damage to collections or materials

• Set up dry “staging area” for salvage of materials

• Develop salvage procedures based on assessment of damage i.e. air dry, freeze, etc Maintain 
inventory of packed and moved materials.

Vulnerability (weakness) Hazard (source) dggdsg Loss of Value

No alarm / security system Arson, theft, vandalism,
looting, etc

Fire, structural damage Community
connection,
economical loss,
financial burden
to state
government –
cost of repair and
damage

authenticity,
integrity,
cultural
environment
and landscape,
feeling

Wood structure itself Rodents, animals,
insects

Structural damage,
collapse of member parts,
fire, sparks, feces

Maintenance / Management Improper / poor
electrical system

Spontaneous spark – fire

Other agent of deterioration humidity, erosion,
typhoon, drought,

Structural damage and
collapse, corrosion of
roofing, molds, rotten
members, etc

Recovery Planning

Priority level Recovery Activities Actors Human Resources
needed

Financial Assistance

Immediate (high priority) -inventory and
documentation
-preservation of surviving
materials

-community members
from concerned, state
heritage office, assistance
from Palau HPO

Local architect
Historian
Community elders from
village

LOW – Local funding

Short term (medium
priority)

-collection of oral history
-design of new structure

“ Local architect and artist
Community elder

MEDIUM – Local and
National Government

Long term (low priority) - Actual reconstruction
(?)

“ Local architect, artists,
craftsman, community
youth groups, volunteers

HIGH – Local and
National Government,
US NPS, MEHP

Palau Report: Disaster Risk Management for Bai ra Irrai Page 10

Implementation Strategy

S. No. Program / Project / Activity Responsible Agencies Roles and Responsibilities Time Period

1. Fire Hydrant Public Works, MOJ – Fire
Department, Donor Agency

Funding, Survey and install,
training

2 months

2 Workshop / forum, signage,
lighting

Palau HPO, BNM, State
Government, MEHP

Site management,
protection, education,
training

Perpetual (1-2
states/year)

3 Development tourism friendly
environment

State Government, Palau HPO,
PVA

Information center, provide
brochures, posters,
personnel,

6 months

4 Emergency Drills MOJ, MOH, NEMO, State
Office, Palau HPO,
Community

Provide training in a
emergency drill – planning,
protocol, assessment,
recovery, etc

Twice a year

5 Maintenance Plan and
Security

Palau HPO, State Government,
Community

Provide regular
maintenance, monitoring of
site

Perpetual

Palau Report: Disaster Risk Management for Bai ra Irrai Page 11
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Appendix

Photo shows modification 
within the interior of the bai 
which includes electrical 
wiring which is a possible 
hazard for fire.

Fig 1: Map of structure area 
and its associated features. 
Note the KAMBES which 
is the circle resting place 
where the four stone paths 
merge out from.

Bai-ra-Irrai
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Fig 2: Roof thatching Airai Bai

 

Inside of the Bai contains 
a series of oral history 
collections carved in 
wooden boards as part of 
the structure. These oral 
history collections highlight 
different significant events 
and are highly important 
to the overall history of the 
state.
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Papa New Guinea
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Samoa
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Tuvalu
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Tarisi Vunidilo, PIMA
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Disaster risk management of cultural heritage/insti-
tutions by Melanesian group

Annexe V: outComes of 
grouP Work

Description of 
risk

Likelihood
Low, 

Medium or 
High

Impact
Low, 

Medium or 
High

Priority
Low, 

Medium or 
High

By whom – other 
stakeholders Mitigation measures

1. Archeological 
sites and 
monuments in 
coastal zones 
at risk from 
tsunamis, 
water surges, 
development. 

High High High

National government 
- culture department

Council of Chiefs

Local island 
communities (youth, 

villages)

Construct sea walls

Retain traditional 
knowledge for 

rebuilding purposes

Replant strong trees 
near coastal areas Plant 

mangroves on coast.

Prevent soil erosion

Relocate artefacts

2. Traditional 
buildings at risk 
of fire, cyclone.

Medium High High National government 
– culture, fire division

Install fire sprinklers

Fire extinguishers

Build access road for 
fire trucks Install wind 

shelters

3. Oil Spills for 
underwater 
sites.

Low Medium Medium 

National government 
– culture / marine 

and transportation 
division Island 
communities

Prepare legislation act 
- route Prepare waste 

disposal act
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Disaster risk management of cultural heritage/insti-
tutions by PHH/USP

*Does not take into consideration specific climatic control measures required for durability of various media; e.g. wooden 
outdoor sculptures, story of tam tam, paintings, ink etc. Does not factor in fire and natural hazards. Is not insured. Does not 
have special security measures in place.

Description of 
risk

Likelihood
Low, 

Medium or 
High

Impact
Low, 

Medium or 
High

Priority
Low, 

Medium or 
High

By whom – other 
stakeholders Mitigation measures

1. Art storage 
issues* High High Medium

Local and 
international 

architects

International gallery 
curators/ university 

contacts

Immediate site 
assessment, consultation 

with museum curators 
and conservators.

2.Absence 
of qualified 
personnel, i.e. 
curator and 
conservator.

High High Low

Other universities and 
galleries for TORs and 
job descriptions, skill 

base, etc.

Drafting of TORs, 
job descriptions; 

establishment of new 
position(s).

3.Fire and other 
hazards. High High Medium 

Local fire authority 
International galleries 

/university gallery 
contacts

Fire drills, extinguishers, 
fireproof sections.

4. Conservation 
of building and 
artworks ($3M 
FJD).

High High Medium
International 

galleries/ university 
contacts

Training and securing 
qualified advisers in the 

interim.

5. Security. High High Medium As above and police 
etc.

Planning and facility – 
University security to 
go through capacity 

building on art section, 
assets and security 

protocol.
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*Susceptible to king tides, tsunami, flooding, tropical cyclones, exposure to sunlight

Disaster risk management of cultural heritage/insti-
tutions by PIMA

Description of 
risk

Likelihood
Low, 

Medium or 
High

Impact
Low, 

Medium or 
High

Priority
Low, 

Medium or 
High

By whom – other 
stakeholders Mitigation measures

1. Infrastructure 
– quality of 
buildings (not 
maintained or 
not built for the 
purpose)

Location too 
close to the sea*

High High Low

Local and 
international 

architects, town/ 
city councils, local 
government, aid 

agencies.

Proper internal needs 
assessment of existing 
museums and scoping 
for potential museums.

2. Conservation 
of artefacts 
(climate control 
is unstable).

High High Medium
Trained international 
conservators, ICOM 

Australia/ NZ.

Immediate assessment 
of most at-risk 

artefacts and drawing 
up of conservation/ 

restoration plan.

3. Qualified 
local museum 
curators / 
conservators.

High High Low 

PSC, USP, national 
universities, Australia/
NZ universities, ICOM 

Australia /NZ.

Fire drills, extinguishers, 
fireproof sections.

4. Political 
turmoil leading 
to high staff 
turnover.

High High Low National government. Conduct staff training 
needs assessment.



Member States

Annex Vi: list of 
PArtiCiPAnts

Country Name Title Email

Cook 
Islands Mana Etches National Disaster Management 

Office mana.etches@cookislands.gov. ck

Fiji Elizabeth Erasito Director, National Trust of Fiji eerasito@nationaltrust.org.fj

Nauru Shandi Akken Cultural Industries Officer mary.tebouwa@gmail.com

Palau Sylvia Klouluback Assistant Ethnographer, Bureau of 
Arts and Culture bekebekmads@gmail.com

PNG Jim Onga
World Heritage Secretariat 

Desk, Dept of Environment and 
Conservation

peiajim@gmail.com

Samoa Delphina Lee Senior Policy Officer d.lee@mesc.gov.ws

Tonga Semisi Tongia Culture Division semisitongia5@gmail.com
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Regional Agencies and NGOs

Resource Persons

Name Title Email

Pacific 
Heritage 

Hub (PHH)/
University 

of the South 
Pacific (USP)

Cresantia Frances 
Koya Vaka’uta

Cresantia Frances Koya Vaka’uta 
Associate Dean, Research and 

Internationalization, FALE
cresantia.koyavakauta@usp.ac. fj

Pacific 
Island 

Museum 
Association 

(PIMA)

Tarisi Vunidilo Secretary-General tarisi.vunidilo@gmail.com

Name Title Email

Wendy Christie Architect wendymchristie@gmail.com

Meredith Wilson Heritage consultant mem@homemail.com.au

Country Name Title Email

Tuvalu Matini Vailopa Culture Officer lagisalulu@gmail.com

Vanuatu

Marcelin Abong Director, Vanuatu Cultural Centre amarcelin@vanuatu.gov.vu

Brigitte Laboukly Manager, Vanuatu Cultural Centre laboukly@gmail.com

Richard Matanik Chairman and Site Manager, Chief 
Roi Mata’s Domain

Sani Mal Tirsupe President of the Malvatumauri 
(Council of Chiefs)
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Workshop Secretariat

Name Title Email

VCC

Thomas Nagof Marketing Officer thomas.nagof@gmail.com

Willie Edson Archaeologist willie.edson@gmail.com

UNESCO 
Apia Akatsuki Takahashi Programme Specialist for Culture a.takahashi@unesco.org



Annex Vii: Course 
ProgrAmme

Time Day 1 – Tuesday 13 Oct 2015 Day 2 – Wednesday 14 Oct 2015

8:30 Registration Recap at the chief’s nakamal

9:00 
10:00 

Opening Session

Opening prayer

Opening remarks – Vanuatu

Opening remarks – UNESCO

Session 3: Prevention and mitigation of risks for 
cultural heritage

UNESCO – Akatsuki Takahashi

Q and A

10:00 
10:30

Group photo

Morning tea

Morning tea and Demonstration of Vanuatu 
Sand Drawing (ICH Representative List)

10:30 
11:30

Session 1: Introduction of the topic

UNESCO - Akatsuki Takahashi

Session 4: Post-disaster needs assessment of 
tangible and intangible heritage

Meredith Wilson and Wendy Christie

11:30 
12:30

Session 2: Country reports

Vanuatu

Tuvalu

Samoa

Special session: Restoration of the chiefs’ 
nakamal in Port Vila

Sani Mal Tirsupe, President of the Malvatumauri 
(Council of Chiefs)

12:30 
13:30 Lunch Lunch

13:30 
14:30

Tonga

Palau

PNG

Session 5: Knowledge management and 
capacity building for cultural heritage risk 
management

PHH/USP and PIMA

Q and A

14:30 
15:00 Afternoon tea Afternoon tea

15:00 
17:00

Nauru

Fiji

Cook Islands

Session 6: Preparation of an action plan

UNESCO – Akatsuki Takahashi
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Time Day 3 – Thursday 15 Oct 2015 Day 4 – Friday 16 Oct 2015ct 2015

8:30 Recap at the chief’s nakamal Recap

9:00 
10:00 Field visit to Chief Roi Mata’s Domain

Session 7: Tools for disaster risk management 
of cultural heritage – PDNA and UNESCO 
conventions

UNESCO – Akatsuki Takahashi

10:00 
10:30 Morning tea

10:30 
11:30  Session 8: Presentation of the action plan

11:30 
12:30 (continued)

12:30 
13:30 Lunch Lunch

13:30 
14:30

Continued – Preparation of an Action 
Plan

Session 9: Regional cooperation and a way 
forward

Panel discussions

14:30 
15:00

15:00 
17:00

Closing

Certificate award ceremony

Closing remarks



UNESCO Office in Apia

P.O. Box 615  
Matautu-Uta, Apia 
Samoa 
Email: apia@unesco.org 
Website: www.unesco.org/apia 
Tel: +685 24276  Fax: +685 26593
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